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A dashboard is a visual display of the most 
important information needed to achieve one 
or more objectives; consolidated and 
arranged on a single screen so the 
information can be monitored at a glance.
- Stephen Few (2004)

one definition of a dashboard

From “Dashboard Confusion” in Intelligent Enterprise magazine, March 20, 2004
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A “faceted analytical display” is a set of interactive
charts (primarily graphs and tables) that 
simultaneously reside on a single screen, each of 
which presents a somewhat different view of a 
common dataset, and is used to analyze that 
information.
- Stephen Few (2007)

vs. a “faceted analytical display”

From “Dashboard Confusion Revisited” from PerceptualEdge.com, March 2007
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Faceted analytical 
displays



A dashboard is a visual display of data 
used to monitor conditions and/or 
facilitate understanding.
- The Big Book of Dashboards (2017)

our definition of a dashboard



1. Right Info 2. Right 
audience

3. Right 
medium

4. Shortest 
time possible



Let’s play:
Is it a Dashboard?







Use the chat window!



Simon beaumont

Is it a Dashboard?



FT







Is it a Dashboard?







Source: The Big Book of Dashboards (BigBookofDashboards.com)



Is it a Dashboard?
SINGLE SCREEN: Remove items?



Print it?
Is it a Dashboard?
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The Director’s Cut



Includes deleted scenes

The Director’s Cut



Showing KPIs





Is it a Dashboard?
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It depends.



Does it fit 
the GOAL?
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